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Psychology Books at Rutgers:  

 
 Major collections are at LSM –good collections of both classic and current books 

 Books also found throughout the RUL system as appropriate 

 Largest number of books found in LC call number ranges BF, RC 500  

 Use IRIS (our catalog) to locate books by subject, author, title in the RUL 

collections. When searching for a book title, use IRIS and change the drop down 

box to “Title begins with.” 

 

Books not owned at RUL: 

 
 Use OCLC WorldCat (Search IRIS and Other Catalogs/Other Library 

Catalogs/WorldCat).  From the homepage (www.libraries.rutgers.edu), use 

WorldCat to discover the world‟s scholarly book literature held in libraries.  

Many books in the public domain can also be found on the web by searching titles 

in Google.  

 Some books and many book chapters are listed in PsycINFO; we do not have a 

subscription for all the online books found in PsycINFO ( PsycBooks package) 

but try IRIS for the hard copy.  We should own many of the PsycBOOKS titles. 

 Use the online interlibrary loan form found from the library homepage for 

materials not owned by Rutgers.  Use “Book Delivery/Recall” in IRIS for 

materials located at another Rutgers library. These book delivery services are free 

of charge to Rutgers affiliates, and a requested book may arrive in 3-7 days. 

 PALCI/EZ Borrow-you can try to borrow books with this system found from the 

homepage-can be used if your book is “checked out,” “recalled,” or popular title. 

Place the request yourself, and books are quickly delivered to your RU library. 

 

Visiting other libraries in person: 

 
  Patrons are directed to “Public Services Policy Memo at: 

http://www.libraries.rutgers.edu/rul/about/pub_serv_policies/pspm_06.shtml 

for instructions on access and borrowing at other institutions of interest. Many 

libraries in our networks allow in-person visits, and some allow borrowing. 

http://www.libraries.rutgers.edu/rul/about/pub_serv_policies/pspm_06.shtml
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Librarians:  

 
  Reference Desks-make sure to check hours under “About the Libraries.”  

 emailed through “Ask a Librarian” (from the homepage of the libraries)  

 chat during available times-even from within the library 

 email me anytime with any questions at: lbmullen@rci.rutgers.edu 

 in-person consultations are available; please send an email to set up an 

appointment. 

 

Remote Access: 
 See the “How do I” section of the homepage. You just need to log in with your 

NETID and password where you see the yellow box when accessing remotely, 

and any Rutgers faculty, staff or student is eligible to connect to all electronic 

resources subscribed by Rutgers. Send questions/problems to “Ask a Librarian.” 

 

Often-used sources in psychology found in paper and usually not in any 

online format: 

 

Books : 

Standard Edition of the Complete Psychological Works of Sigmund 

Freud(London:  Hogarth Press, 1956-1974.(translated from the German) –

sometimes known as “Strachey” after James Strachey, the general editor. 24 vols. 

LSM, ALEX, DGLSS,KLMR BF173.F6253 

German edition of the complete works found at Alex. 

 

Guttman, Samuel A.The Concordance to the Standard Edition of the Complete 

Psychological Works of Sigmund Freud (Boston, G.K. Hall, 1980). 6 vols. LSM 

REF BF173.F62541 
 

Grinstein, Alexander, The Index of Psychoanalytic Writings (NY International 

Universities Press, 1956-75) 14 vols. LSM REF RC437.G72 

 

Chicago Psychoanalytical Literature Index, (Chicago, CPL Publishers, 1971+) 

LSM REF RC321.C56 1920-1989 
  

Various Dictionaries found in LSM and ALEX REF BF section-popular one by 

Corsini, Ray and another by Wolman, Benjamin 

 

Handbooks and Encyclopedias also found in BF REF and RC500 REF at 

Alexander  and LSM. For comprehensive electronic encyclopedia online, see  

 

“International Encyclopedia of the Social and Behavioral Sciences” at:  

   http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/referenceworks/9780080430768 

Access from campus or login via Rutgers account.   

mailto:lbmullen@rci.rutgers.edu
javascript:open_win('http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/referenceworks/9780080430768')
javascript:open_win('http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/referenceworks/9780080430768')
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For many other online psychology encyclopedias, follow this path: 

Libraries homepage/Research Resources/Electronic Reference 

Sources/Encyclopedias/Social Sciences/Page 3/Psychology-Behavioral 

Sciences. 

  

Library Use: Handbook for Psychology by Jeffrey G. Reed and Pam M. Baxter, 

APA, 2003. LSM REF BF76.8.R43 (somewhat outdated) 

 

 

DSM IV-Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders: DSM IV, 

1994(American Psychiatric Association), LSM RC455.2.C4D54 and LSM REF 

RC455.2.C4D54. DSM V may not be published until 2011(DSM IV is now 

online-look up in catalog or go to “PsychiatryOnline” in alpha. list of indexes and 

databases). “PsychiatryOnline” contains most DSM material. 

 

Mental Measurements Yearbook and Tests in Print: Alex. and LSM own up to 

17
th
 ed.(2007) of Mental Measurements Yearbook, LSM REF LB1131.B967.  

TIP is an index to MMY. LSM REF LB1131.B4672-references to tests, not 

actual copies of tests.  Only set of tests owned at RUL is “Tests in Microfiche.” 

Rutgers does not have a “test library” with published tests. Excellent guide to tests 

at RUL by Karen Hartman, Social Sciences Librarian: 

http://www.libraries.rutgers.edu/rul/rr_gateway/research_guides/findtests/findtest

s.shtml 

 

 

APA Style: 
Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association-5

th
 edition 

may be found at LSM Reserve BF76.7.P83. (Also at other RU libraries) 

Published only in paper format in its entirety. This is the full APA style guide, but 

does not include new electronic style guidelines. 

 

New APA Electronic Style Guide incorporating all new electronic formats is 

available at: http://www.libraries.rutgers.edu/rul/RUonline/style_reference.pdf 

Access from campus or login via Rutgers account. In IRIS, just type “APA Style” 

for PDF.  Title is: APA Style Guide to Electronic Resources. 

 

Use of “DOI (Digital Object Identifier)” is now preferred in APA electronic style 

instead of other URLs.  DOIs are included now in many indexes, and publishers 

are including them in citations. If no DOI is available, try using this source from 

“CrossRef,” and search by article information: 

http://www.crossref.org/ 

 

Also, RefWorks, EndNote and Zotero citation managers will format your 

references in APA style. There are some mistakes at times; recheck all RefWorks 

APA citations for accuracy. 

http://www.libraries.rutgers.edu/rul/rr_gateway/research_guides/findtests/findtests.shtml
http://www.libraries.rutgers.edu/rul/rr_gateway/research_guides/findtests/findtests.shtml
javascript:open_win('http://www.libraries.rutgers.edu/rul/RUonline/style_reference.pdf')
javascript:open_win('http://www.libraries.rutgers.edu/rul/RUonline/style_reference.pdf')
javascript:open_win('http://www.libraries.rutgers.edu/rul/RUonline/style_reference.pdf')
http://www.crossref.org/
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Paper Journals/Indexes: 

 

At LSM, journals are shelved in alphabetical order by title on the 3
rd

 floor. Paper 

indexes are shelved in the Reference shelves on the 1
st
 floor. If you need a copy of 

a paper journal in a Rutgers library, we can scan a copy for you and send it to 

your email. From the IRIS record for the journal, just select “Article Delivery.” 

No need to come to the library; also no public scanner is available at LSM. 

 

Annual Review of Psychology, 1950- an annual survey of developments in fields 

of psychology. Good place to see important new trends. Now online; find older 

volumes in RUL libraries in periodicals sections. Search title in IRIS under 

“Periodical title begins with.” See also the new Annual Reviews of Clinical 

Psychology (online). 

 

Contemporary Psychology: a Journal of Reviews (Washington, APA, 1956-) 

Monthly journal providing critical reviews of English language material(books 

and films)-ceased publication in Dec. 2004 and has been replaced by the database 

“PsycCRITIQUES.” See list of indexes and databases. 

 

Psychological Abstracts-all now included in PsycINFO.  Psyc.. Abs. has ceased 

publication in paper (2006). 

 

Science Citation Index/Social Sciences Citation Index-LSM and Alex. Ref. Z-still 

need to use these paper sections for source material published prior to 1984. 

Science at LSM and Social Sciences at Alex. 

 

Tips for searching for journal articles in periodicals, or from indexes: 

Looking up journal articles:  

Use IRIS, and type title of journal, change drop-down box to “Periodical Title 

Begins With” and then connect to the journal title. Choose “details” to see all 

content owned. Using IRIS allows you to see paper holdings as well as online 

links. To see just online journal holdings (limited), you may use the “Electronic 

Journal List,” the “A-Z List,” found under Research Resources/Electronic Journal 

Lists. This is an alphabetical list of all journals that RUL subscribes to. Also, 

under same heading is the “Citation Finder” which allows you to go directly to a 

journal article you have a citation for.  

“A to Z” list of electronic journals:  

 Go to “Research Resources/Electronic Journals List” from the library homepage. 

This list does not include any paper holdings information, so if you do not find 

what you need in the A to Z list, go to IRIS and double check the title and 

holdings. Many researchers find this the easiest way to connect to journals. 
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 “Search for Article/AL”   

Often you will see a gray box when you are searching indexes, databases and 

other resources. This is our “link resolver” and it is trying to take you to the full 

text of the article you have identified. You can try clicking on “Search for 

Article/AL” whenever you see it, and it will take you to another screen where you 

will need to click on the blue word “article” to go to the PDF. Sometimes, this just 

doesn‟t work. We may not own the full text or we may not subscribe. If that is the 

case, just look the article up by going to the journal title in IRIS as described 

above. 

Interlibrary Loan:  

If RUL doesn‟t own the journal, you can always request the material free of 

charge by filling out the form from the library homepage under “Borrowing and 

Interlibrary Loan.” Use Interlibrary Loan and Article Delivery Services for 

materials not in the Rutgers University Libraries collections.” There is no limit 

and usually no charge. 

On campus use of resources: 

By using an on campus library or office computer, your IP address will be 

recognized as Rutgers, and you will automatically be able to connect to electronic 

resources. Away from campus, you will need to start at the libraries‟ homepage 

(www.libraries.rutgers.edu) and log in with your NetID and password in the 

yellow box.  

  

Indexes/Abstracts Online at RUL: 

 
Found from library homepage. For psychology-related list, go to: 

 

Find Articles/Indexes and Databases/Science/Psychology 

 

Also, see the subject research guide for psychology at; 

Library Homepage/Research Resources/ Subject Research 

Guides/Science/Psychology 

 

 Major index for the field: 

PsycINFO (including PsycARTICLES) - most comprehensive index for 

psychology, published by the American Psychological Association. Available at 

Rutgers through OvidSP interface. Uses controlled vocabulary and covers the 

majority of the literature. Default search is “advanced,” but other types of 

searching allowed including basic, multi-field, and “command line.” 98% peer-

reviewed material covered (soon to be 100%). PsycINFO coverage is 78% journal 

citations, 7% books, 11% dissertations mainly from English-language scholarly 

https://www.rulill.rutgers.edu/illiad/RULILL/logon.html
http://www.libraries.rutgers.edu/
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publications from 49 countries. By 2008, PsycINFO covers 2150 journals; 1200 

cover to cover. Before 1967, there is no thesaurus searching;  only keywords. 

PsycARTICLES cannot be searched separately, and includes the full text of APA 

journals. RUL subscribes to PsycARTICLES, and all content is included in 

PsycINFO. Recently, PsycINFO added enhanced neuroscience content. 

  

Other relevant online indexes for psychology topic searching (all available from 

Find Articles/Indexes and Databases): 

 

Academic Search Premier/EbscoHost-multidisciplinary, but a lot of full text 

psychology.  Not all content is scholarly-some popular included. 

 

AccessMedicine-database of many important full text electronic medical 

textbooks, including psychiatry. Used by physicians; authoritative sources. 

 

Alcohol Studies Database –material collected by the Rutgers Alcohol Studies 

Library since 1987.  

 

BIOSIS Previews - online equivalent of Biological Abstracts-biology, neurology, 

neuropsychology, cognitive neuroscience, brain research 

 

Business Source Premier - all business-related topics-replaces “ABI Inform.” 

 

Child Abuse, Child Welfare & Adoption-broad coverage from National 

Clearinghouse on Child Abuse & Neglect  

 

CINAHL - nursing and allied health literature 

 

ERIC - educational psychology, other topics of interest to educators at any level 

 

Family and Society Studies Worldwide 

  

Google Scholar: multidisciplinary and linked to Rutgers holdings. Good source 

to identify citations, get at “snapshot” of what‟s out there. Coverage not known. 

 

Health and Psychosocial Instruments - tests and assessments-leads you to 

articles that may include actual test instruments. Not for searching for actual tests. 

 

International Pharmaceutical Abstracts - psychopharmacology 

 

LLBA - Language and Language Behavior Abstracts: linguistics, psychology of 

language 

  

Medline/PUBMED - clinical medicine, psychiatry, abnormal psychology. 

PubMed includes Medline plus some other subfiles. Linking does not work in 

PubMed. You will not see the „Search for AL”  button in PubMed.Look up 
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articles in IRIS by journal title, or by using the “Libraries Toolbar” and dragging 

citations to the Scholar button. 

 

PrimateLit- scienctific literature on non-human primates, animal behavior 

 

PsycCRITIQUES- book reviews in psychology-database replaces the journal 

“Contemporary Psychology” as of Dec. 2004 

 

PsychiatryOnline-includes the DSM-IV-TR online and other American 

Psychiatric Association journals. 

 

Social Work Abstracts - counseling, therapy, etc. 

 

Sociological Abstracts- all aspects of sociology and social psychology.  

 

VIOLIT Database: violence literature database published by Univ. of Colorado‟s 

Center for the study and prevention of violence (CSPV). 

 

Web of Science- although often used for citation searching, journal coverage is 

very good for searching for topics in psychology through the general search. 

 

Women’s Studies International - citations and abstracts from ten women‟s 

studies databases. 

 

 

Full-text content indexes/databases important to psychology (all titles found on 

alphabetical list of Indexes/Databases on the homepage): 

 

 

EBSCOHost (Academic Search Premier) - multidisciplinary 

 

Ethnic NewsWatch - contemporary culture, sociology 

 

IEEE Explore - artificial intelligence, information science 

 

 IngentaConnect- interdisciplinary electronic content 

 

JSTOR - a mixed journal collection-back run of 120 journals 

 

Nature Publishing Group - Nature, Nature Review and Nature Neuroscience 

titles, etc. 

  

Science Direct - ~2000 journals from Elsevier-all scholarly content. Includes 

some supplementary materials linked from articles. Cannot limit to data. 
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SpringerLink-over 1000 full-text titles –many behavioral sciences titles 

included. 

 

Wiley Interscience - multidisciplinary content-Wiley-published journals 

 

Alerts: 

 
Almost all indexes and databases allow you to run a search and set up “alerts” so 

that you will be notified by email when new relevant citations appear, or another 

researcher cites an article you have identified. In PsycINFO, set up a personal 

account to manage your searches and set up alerts. See the “Citation Manager” in 

PsycINFO. Web of Science sends alerts when an article is cited. 

 

 

Online Indexes not owned by Rutgers: 

 
PEP (Psychoanalytic Electronic Publishing)Web - psychoanalytic database-

much of content in PsycINFO, (students may be able to use at Princeton) 

E-PSYCHE (covers hundreds of journals in psychology-related areas) 

PsycEXTRA - gray literature not covered by PsycINFO 

PsycBOOKS-ejournal package from APA, linked to PsycINFO. 

 

 

Indexes to Data: 

 

 
ICPSR (Inter-University Consortium for Political and Social Research is the 

largest repository of social science data in the world. Based at U. Michigan, 

ICPSR includes entire data sets, polls, surveys from government, organizations, 

and individual researchers. Includes 7,000 data collections and over 500,000 

individual data files, most prepared with SPSS and SAS. Rutgers affiliates can 

download data sets directly to their desktops. 

 

 
Social Science Electronic Data Library (from the alphabetical list) includes 

analyzed data from 200 studies in eight topical areas:  AIDS/STD, Disability, 

American Family, Adolescent Pregnancy/Pregnancy Prevention, Aging, Maternal 

Drug Abuse, Contextual Data Archive, Child Well-Being and Poverty.  

 

For other data requests or further information, please contact Ryan Womack, Data 

Librarian at rwomack@rci.rutgers.edu 

 

 

 

mailto:rwomack@rci.rutgers.edu
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Citation Indexes: 

 
Web of Science - Online version of Science Citation Index, Social Sciences 

Citation Index, and Arts and Humanities Citation Index. Three indexes in one, 

retrospective to 1984. For back years, must use paper indexes at Alex and LSM. 

At LSM, call number LSM Ref. Z7401.S365. Citation indexes are especially 

important in looking up “cited references.” Use that tab when searching to see 

whether older research is being cited today. 

 

Also use Google Scholar, SCOPUS (not currently owned at Rutgers, see 

Scopus.com for 30 day trial information), and the limited PsycINFO citing 

results. 

 

Journal Citation Reports (JCR) –“impact factors” of journals; many good 

psychology journals not included.  Covers the “elite”of science and social 

sciences journals. Five year impact factors, and new metric “Eigenfactor” now 

included. 

 

 

Federated Search (searching across many databases at once) at RUL: 

 
 Searchlight-see “Find Articles with Searchlight” on library homepage. 

This is a search engine that in its “basic” mode, searches across 8 major 

databases, including PsycINFO. This product is useful for getting to a few RU-

subscribed articles on any topic. Useful for a quick overview of available peer-

reviewed literature. Advanced mode allows you to choose “Psychology,” but do 

not rely on this for serious searching of a topic. Go to the full “PsycINFO” or 

other appropriate databases. 

 

Dissertations:  

  
Dissertations and Theses (ProQuest)- Includes citations for all Rutgers 

dissertations and comprehensive overage from all American and European 

universities.  Replaces paper editions of Dissertation Abstracts sections A and 

B.  Full-text of RU dissertations free from 1997 forward. Find Digital 

Dissertations on the alphabetical list of indexes. Coverage-1861 to present. Open 

access option for authors makes more free content available. 

  

 

Online Encyclopedias found by title in IRIS (scholarly content): 
  

Encyclopedia of Applied Developmental Science [Rutgers Restricted]  

Covers topics such as: adolescent, adult, child, and infant development; ads 

training and education; culture and diversity; developmental assessment, 

http://www.sage-ereference.com/applieddevscience/
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disorders, processes, and risks; the ecology of human development; emotional, 

social, and personality development; ethics; families and parenting; health; 

historical influences; organizations, schools and universities; religiosity and 

spirituality; research methodology; social issues; and more.  

Encyclopedia of Behavior Modification and Cognitive Behavior Therapy [Rutgers 

Restricted]  

"Provides a thorough examination of the components of behavior modification, 

behavior therapy, cognitive behavior therapy, and applied behavior analysis for 

both child and adult populations in a variety of settings. Although the focus is on 

technical applications, entries also provide the historical context in which 

behavior therapists have worked, including research issues and strategies. Entries 

on assessment, ethical concerns, theoretical differences, and the unique 

contributions of key figures in the movement (including B. F. Skinner, Joseph 

Wolpe, Aaron T. Beck, and many others) are also included."  

Encyclopedia of Children, Adolescents, and the Media [Rutgers Restricted]  

"Provides cross-disciplinary coverage from the fields of psychology, education, 

media studies and communication, sociology, and public policy. Includes entries 

covering television, film, video games, the Internet and World Wide Web, 

magazines, music, and more. Explores complex and difficult topics such as 

violence, sex, rating systems and warning labels, attention deficit disorder, body 

image and eating disorders, popular music lyrics, advertising, digital music 

downloading, parental involvement, policymaking, and child development."  

Encyclopedia of Counseling [Rutgers Restricted]  

Electronic version of the 4 volume set providing "a comprehensive overview of 

the theories, models, techniques, and challenges involved in professional 

counseling."  

Encyclopedia of Drugs - Alcohol and Addictive Behavior [Rutgers Restricted]  

"The content emphasis is on updating of both topics and statistics across a broad 

spectrum. Specifically addressing the new frontiers that have opened in the area 

of addictive studies, the volumes explore not only the biological basis for 

addiction, but also recent enhancements in diagnosis and treatment." Electronic 

version of the 4 volume 2nd edition of the print resource.  

Encyclopedia of Educational Psychology [Rutgers Restricted]  

"Draws from a variety of disciplines including psychology, anthropology, 

education, sociology, public health, school psychology, counseling, history, and 

philosophy."  

Encyclopedia of Health and Behavior [Rutgers Restricted]  

Electronic version of the 2 volume set covering all aspects of the interdisciplinary 

field of behavioral medicine.  

http://www.sage-ereference.com/cbt/
http://www.sage-ereference.com/childmedia/
http://www.sage-ereference.com/counseling/
http://galenet.galegroup.com/servlet/eBooks?ste=22&docNum=CX3403199999&q=new67449
http://www.sage-ereference.com/educationalpsychology/
http://www.sage-ereference.com/behavior/
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Encyclopedia of Human Development [Rutgers Restricted]  

Includes information from the "fields of psychology, individual and family 

studies, and education." An electronic version of the 3 volume print resource, the 

set "covers topics as diverse as adolescence, cognitive development, education, 

family, gender differences, identity, longitudinal research, personality 

development, prenatal development, temperament, and more."  

Encyclopedia of Industrial and Organizational Psychology [Rutgers Restricted]  

"Presents a thorough overview of the cross-disciplinary field of industrial and 

organizational psychology for students, researchers, and professionals in the areas 

of psychology, business, management, and human resources." Electronic version 

of the 2 volume print resource.  

Encyclopedia of Mental Disorders  

Includes entries for all 150 disorders classified in the Diagnostic and Statistical 

Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-IV-TR). Also features entries for prescription, 

alternative, and over-the-counter drugs, as well as the various therapies used to 

treat mental disorders. Based on the Thomson Gale print publication of the same 

name.  

Encyclopedia of Multicultural Psychology [Rutgers Restricted]  

"Addresses culture across a broad spectrum of psychological perspectives and 

includes topics that are relevant to social psychology, cognitive psychology, 

environmental psychology, cross-cultural psychology, and clinical psychology." 

Electronic version of the print resource.  

Encyclopedia of Occultism and Parapsychology [Rutgers Restricted]  

"Covers recent and historical phenomena, topics, concepts, cults, personalities, 

organizations, and publications associated with the fields of occultism and 

parapsychology. Includes over 2,000 biographies of prominent individuals and 

personalities in these fields; country entries on the development of occultism and 

parapsychology; and pro and con narrative on some of the controversial topics." 

An electronic version of the 2 volume 5th edition.  

Encyclopedia of Psychological Assessment [Rutgers Restricted]  

"Coverage of all areas from the most traditional, such as clinical, educational and 

work and organizational psychology, to the most recent applications linked to 

health, gerontology, neuropsychology, psychophysiology and environmental 

assessment." Electronic version of the 2 volume print resource.  

Encyclopedia of Psychology  

Includes original information generated by researchers and practitioners in 

various fields of psychology, and a hierarchical database of links to websites 

providing information about scientific psychology.  

http://www.sage-ereference.com/humandevelopment/
http://www.sage-ereference.com/organizationalpsychology/
http://www.minddisorders.com/
http://www.sage-ereference.com/multiculturalpsychology/
http://galenet.galegroup.com/servlet/eBooks?ste=22&docNum=CX3403899999&q=new67449
http://www.sage-ereference.com/psychassessment/
http://www.psychology.org/
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Encyclopedia of Psychology and Law [Rutgers Restricted]  

Includes "entries describing a wide array of contemporary and historical 

psychology and law topics" with reference to the related field of criminal justice. 

Electronic version of the print resource.  

Encyclopedia of School Psychology [Rutgers Restricted]  

Authors from the fields of "psychology, education and counseling, child 

development, and special education address student success, behavior disorders, 

intelligence testing, learning disabilities, strategies to improve academic skills, 

and more." Electronic version of the print resource.  

Encyclopedia of Social Psychology [Rutgers Restricted]  

"Provides background to each concept, explains what researchers are now doing 

with it, and discusses where it stands in relation to other concepts in the field." 

Electronic version of the print resource.  

Gale Encyclopedia of Mental Health [Rutgers Restricted]  

"Provides detailed information on mental disorders and conditions. Also features 

entries for prescription, alternative and over-the-counter drugs, as well as the 

various therapies used to treat mental disorders." Electronic version of the 2 

volume 2nd edition of the print resource.  

Gale Encyclopedia of Psychology [Rutgers Restricted]  

"Covers the entire spectrum of psychology, including notable people, theories and 

terms, landmark case studies and experiments, applications of psychology in 

advertising, medicine and sports, and career information." Electronic version of 

the 2nd edition of the print resource.  

Gale Encyclopedia of the Unusual and Unexplained [Rutgers Restricted]  

Provides "information on topics relating to magic, witchcraft, the supernatural, 

and other mysterious phenomena. Covers the history, people, and practices related 

to each topic, as well as popular literature, television programs, and movies 

related to the subject." Electronic version of the 3 volume print resource. A freely 

accessible version is also available.  

International Encyclopedia of the Social & Behavioral Sciences [Rutgers 

Restricted]  

An online version of the 26 volume set containing scholarly essays on a wide 

range of topics in the social and behavioral sciences.  

21st Century Psychology: A Reference Handbook [Rutgers Restricted]  

"Offers full coverage of major subthemes and subfields within the field of 

psychology, including social, developmental, cognitive, biological, clinical, 

and methodology." Electronic version of the print resource.  

 

http://www.sage-ereference.com/psychologylaw/
http://www.sage-ereference.com/schoolpsychology/
http://www.sage-ereference.com/socialpsychology/
http://galenet.galegroup.com/servlet/eBooks?ste=22&docNum=CX2699999999&q=new67449
http://galenet.galegroup.com/servlet/eBooks?ste=22&docNum=CX3406099999&q=new67449
http://galenet.galegroup.com/servlet/eBooks?ste=22&docNum=CX3406399999&q=new67449
http://www.unexplainedstuff.com/
http://www.unexplainedstuff.com/
http://www.unexplainedstuff.com/
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/referenceworks/9780080430768
http://www.sage-ereference.com/psychology/
http://www.libraries.rutgers.edu/rul/rr_gateway/e_ref_shelf/refencyc_soc-sci_03.shtml
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Citation Management Resources: 

 
 EndNote/RefWorks/Zotero: 

Rutgers has a site license for RefWorks. EndNote is a personal software 

purchase, and is not supported by the libraries, although our databases work with 

the product.  Recently, Zotero (zotero.com) has emerged as an open source 

alternative to EndNote.  Choice of these products is personal preference.  

For assistance using RefWorks, see this FAQ: 

 http://www.libraries.rutgers.edu/rul/refworks/refworks.shtml 

 

APA style is included in all three citation managers. Make sure to check citations 

formatted by RefWorks ; there have been some problems with citations recently. 

 

For a tutorial on using RefWorks, see the RefWorks help screens, or try the 

Rutgers Nursing Tutorial‟s RefWorks tab at: 

 

http://www.libraries.rutgers.edu/rul/rr_gateway/research_guides/nursing/tutorial/ 

 

 

Selected Web Resources: 

 

 
APA website:  

The most important psychology website-search tips for PsycINFO, career 

information, comprehensive information for psychologists, students, etc. 

 http://www.apa.org/  

 

PsycINFO Thesaurus: Use “Search Tools” from the OvidSP advanced search for 

full online thesaurus. Libraries also own paper copy. 11
th

 edition most current. 

 

APA StyleHelper:  portions of APA Pub.Manual: 

http://www.apastyle.org/stylehelper/ also see IRIS for the APA Electronic Style 

Guide (search APA Style). Full version of APA style guide only available in 

paper. 

   

PsycINFO Journal Coverage List: 

 http://www.apa.org/psycinfo/about/covlist.html 

 

PsycARTICLES Coverage List: 

 http://www.apa.org/psycarticles/covlist.html 

 

Grants Information for Rutgers researchers: 

 http://scc.rutgers.edu/stw/ 

 http://www.libraries.rutgers.edu/rul/rr_gateway/f_aids/scholarship.shtml 

http://orsp.rutgers.edu/ 

http://www.libraries.rutgers.edu/rul/refworks/refworks.shtml
http://www.libraries.rutgers.edu/rul/rr_gateway/research_guides/nursing/tutorial/
http://www.apa.org/
http://www.apastyle.org/stylehelper/
http://www.apa.org/psycinfo/about/covlist.html
http://www.apa.org/psycarticles/covlist.html
http://orsp.rutgers.edu/
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Tests Guides from Rutgers librarians: 

 

Comprehensive guide to test materials by Karen Hartman, Alexander Library: 

http://www.libraries.rutgers.edu/rul/rr_gateway/research_guides/findtests/findtests.shtml 

 

Guide to tests at Newark Dana authored by Ann Watkins, Newark Dana Library 

 http://newarkwww.rutgers.edu/guides/tests.htm 

 

 A good searchable test site from the University of Texas: 

 http://libraries.uta.edu/helen/test&meas/testmainframe.htm 

 

 

Bibliography (5 years of citations) by RU Librarian, Jackie Mardikian on 

Sept. 11 mental health consequences: 

 

Mental Health Consequences of September 11: A Five-Year Review of the 

Behavioral Sciences Literature ,Behavioral & Social Sciences Librarian, Volume 

27, Issue 3 & 4 November 2008 , pages 158 – 210. 

 DOI: 10.1080/01639260802425139 

 

 

Statistics (online sources-federal govt. and other):  

 
 From the library homepage, follow: 

 Research Resources/Electronic Reference Sources/Statistics and Data 

 

 

Rutgers University Libraries Toolbar: 

 
Quick access to Rutgers resources, right click searching, and magic “Scholar” 

button which allows you to drag and drop citations and connect to available full-

text. To put a LIBX toolbar on your browser, see instructions at: 

http://www.libraries.rutgers.edu/rul/tools/toolbar/toolbar.shtml 

This is especially useful with PubMed which does not employ our link resolver at 

present. 

 

 

RUcore (Rutgers Community Repository): 
  

This is the Rutgers institutional repository, and contains Rutgers authors‟ works, 

data, and the growing collection of Rutgers electronic dissertations and theses. 

http://rucore.libraries.rutgers.edu/ 

  

 

http://www.libraries.rutgers.edu/rul/rr_gateway/research_guides/findtests/findtests.shtml
http://newarkwww.rutgers.edu/guides/tests.htm
http://libraries.uta.edu/helen/test&meas/testmainframe.htm
http://www.informaworld.com/smpp/title%7Econtent=t792303973%7Edb=all
http://www.informaworld.com/smpp/title%7Econtent=t792303973%7Edb=all%7Etab=issueslist%7Ebranches=27#v27
http://www.informaworld.com/smpp/title%7Econtent=g906658158%7Edb=all
http://www.libraries.rutgers.edu/rul/tools/toolbar/toolbar.shtml
http://rucore.libraries.rutgers.edu/
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Open Access Journal Sources/Subject Portals/Repositories (search for topics 

or journal titles in open access preprints/publications on the web): 

 

 SSRN (Social Science Research Network)/Cognitive Science Network 

  http://www.ssrn.com/ 

Major disciplinary archive/repository of preprints/postprints/other for 

social sciences and related disciplines 

 

 

CogPrints: Cognitive Sciences Eprint Archive  

http://cogprints.org/ 

This is a major avenue for self-archiving of postprints in psychology 

 

 Psychline- your guide to psychology and social science journals on the web: 

  http://www.psycline.org/journals/psycline.html 

 

Behavioral and Brain Sciences (BBS)-(all areas of psychology, neuroscience, 

behavioral biology, etc.-searchable, refereed open access articles with 

commentary): 

 http://www.bbsonline.org/ 

 

PloS:Public Library of Science-(peer-reviewed open access scientific journals): 

  http://www.plos.org/index.html 

 

Highwire Press (nonprofit, Stanford-produced science and medicine ejournals): 

  http://highwire.stanford.edu/about/ 

 

 PubMed Central (free archive of biomedical and life sciences journal literature): 

  http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov/ 

 

BioMedCentral-peer-reviewed biomedical research: 

  http://www.biomedcentral.com/ 

 

 

Search Engines to collections of open access journals or to repositories: 

 

Google Scholar:  To access Rutgers subscribed resources alongside free open 

access materials, you must access Google Scholar through the libraries‟ website 

when off-campus. 

 

SCIRUS: (Reed/Elsevier‟s search engine used to search peer-reviewed scientific 

scholarly web resources) Use with “Google Scholar” for more complete scholarly 

search of the web.  

http://www.scirus.com/srsapp/ 

http://www.ssrn.com/
http://cogprints.org/
http://www.psycline.org/journals/psycline.html
http://www.bbsonline.org/
http://www.plos.org/index.html
http://highwire.stanford.edu/about/
http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov/
http://www.biomedcentral.com/
http://www.scirus.com/srsapp/
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Directory of Open Access Journals (free full-text, quality-controlled scientific 

and scholarly journals): the most complete searchable collection of freeopen 

access journals and other materials on the web: 

http://www.doaj.org/ 

 

OAIster (a collection of academically-oriented digital resources, many from 

repositories not found in Google, etc.): 

 

http://www.oaister.org/o/oaister/ 

 

 

Individual Open Access Titles of Interest: 
 

PCSP: Pragmatic Case Studies in Psychotherapy-a peer-reviewed 

ejournal of systematic case studies & case study method articles: 

 

http://pcsp.libraries.rutgers.edu/index.php/pcsp 

  

Editor in Chief:  Daniel B. Fishman, GSAPP 

This journal is published by Rutgers GSAPP, and the Rutgers University 

Libraries.   

Research Impact Tips: 

This article includes some practical tips for authors for increasing web 

visibility/research impact of journal articles: 

Mullen, LB., Increasing Impact of Scholarly Journal Articles: 

Practical Strategies Librarians Can Share, Electronic Journal of 

Academic and Special Librarianship, v.9 no.1 (Spring 2008). 

 (open access through Google) 

http://southernlibrarianship.icaap.org/content/v09n01/mullen_l01.html 

Assistance with Writing Papers at Rutgers: 

SearchPath (basic instructions on how to use the Rutgers Libraries to do 

research-tutorial format-explains how to use our catalogs, structure a 

search,etc.): 

  http://searchpath.libraries.rutgers.edu/ 
 

Rutgers Learning Centers: 

http://lrc.rutgers.edu/tutoring.shtml 

http://www.doaj.org/
http://www.oaister.org/o/oaister/
http://pcsp.libraries.rutgers.edu/index.php/pcsp
http://southernlibrarianship.icaap.org/content/v09n01/mullen_l01.html
http://searchpath.libraries.rutgers.edu/
http://lrc.rutgers.edu/tutoring.shtml

